Background and motivation
Effects of MHD instabilities and microturbulence on plasma confinement have been investigated separately. 
Background and motivation II
Our goal is to understand multi-scale-nonlinear interactions among micro-turbulence, macroscale-MHD instabilities and zonal flows. Background and motivation III
In the experiments
• Micro-turbulence is observed in Large Helical Device plasmas that usually exhibit MHD activities.
• Macro-scale MHD activities are observed in reversed shear plasmas with a transport barrier related to zonal flows and micro-turbulence. In order to understand the macro-MHD instabilities raised above we consider the following situation. Micro-turbulence has already existed before macro-MHD instabilities arise, because micro-instabilities can appear without low q resonant surfaces. Then, macro-MHD mode appears in an equilibrium including turbulence and zonal flow. Takeji, et.al., Nuclear Fusion (2002) Background and motivation III MHD activities are observed in reversed shear plasmas with a transport barrier related to zonal flows and micro-turbulence. We will make an initial quasi-
5
We will make an initial quasiequilibrium that corresponds to the equilibrium in the experiment. This equilibrium can be formed by a balance between micro-turbulence and zonal flow. Takeji, et.al., Nuclear Fusion (2002) Reduced two-fluid equations Basic assumptions
• Flute approximation • Large aspect ratio • High-beta ordering
Extends the standard four-field model by including temperature gradient effects.
including temperature gradient effects. We can describe the nonlinear evolution of tearing modes, interchange modes, ballooning modes and ion-temperature gradient modes. Ballooning structure of potential is altered to macro-MHD mode. Nonlinear mode coupling of micro-scale turbulence causes macroscale mode at t=60, but it is different from the macro-MHD instability because the spatial profile of induced macro-scale mode is significantly different from the profile of double tearing mode. instability because the spatial profile of induced macro-scale mode is significantly different from the profile of eigenfunction of tearing mode. • The energy transfer from micro-turbulence to macro-MHD flow is similar to the energy transfer from micro-turbulence to zonal flow.
• Development of coherent magnetic field
• Turbulent flow mixing terms are much larger than normal resistivity term and play an important role in the growth of non-ideal macro-MHD mode.
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